Thank you for your support of the NWJCWA. Your participation in our league tournaments, is highly
appreciated. As you know this is the first league tournament of the year. Because it is the first, some
confusion and mistakes are expected. The first tournament is always a learning experience for many new
parents, coaches and wrestlers. Below is a list of things that have been learned through the years that will help
make the day go smoother for us all:
1. Weigh your kids in before the tournament. Do not guess, estimate or take parent’s word for their
wrestler’s weight. Scales will be available at the tournament for last second weighing, but this just
adds to the morning confusion.
2. Fill out weight cards before you come to the tournament. Trying to fill out cards at the
tournament with all the distractions around is very difficult.
3. Make sure you turn in only one card for each wrestler competing. Many times kids are not
bracketed because coaches overlook turning in a card for them. This causes very disappointed kids
and irate parents. On the flip side, please do not turn in a weight card for kids who are not
competing or more than one card per wrestler!!!
4. Out of courtesy for their opponents, wrestlers should stay and compete for the whole
tournament (All three rounds). Leaving the tournament early means a wrestler’s opponent will be
shorted an expected match.
5. If a wrestler must leave the tournament, please notify the bracket room so the wrestler can be
removed from the bracket. This way an opponent knows they will not have a match in the last
rounds so they can leave early too.
6. Please inform parents that your club is expected to provide table help (a timer, a score keeper
and a referee). Referees should be a high school aged wrestler or an experienced parent or coach.
Assure them that the job is not hard and the first tournament is the best place to learn because
expectations are not high. We will have Some Silverton High School Refs but will need table help
and some parents and coaches to fill in.
7. Make sure your kids know what age group they are in. Newer kids will not understand what a
Pee Wee, Bantam or Intermediate is and will not go to staging when called. **Important**
8. Inform your parents and coaches that this tournament is not a national championship. We are
here for the kid’s pleasure and enjoyment not the parents or coaches ego. Parents are to conduct
themselves accordingly. You know the drill – don’t argue or fight with the referee, coaches or other
parents etc.
The league tournaments are a blast. Everyone always has a very good time. Remember, White-Beginner,
Yellow-Intermediate and Blue-Experts. Using +’s and –‘s for Kids that are borderline is also helpful in
matching up the kids. USA Cards must be attached to the back of the Weight Card.
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